DENMAN ISLAND
ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION

AGENDA
Friday, August 14th, 2020 at 10:00 am
Denman Community School Sports Field
Bleacher area, Denman Island, BC

1.

CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME

Approx.
Time*
10:00 AM

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA – add or change items

10:10 AM

3.
3.1

MINUTES
Denman Island Advisory Planning Commission Draft Minutes of Tuesday, February 25,
2020 – attached for adoption

10:15 AM

4.
4.1
4.2

Business items
Election of Chair
Referral From Denman Island Local Trust Committee –
Rezoning Application DE-RZ-2018.1 (Denman Housing Association) –Denman Green–
PROPOSED WATER SYSTEM for 20 units of Affordable Housing

5.

ADJOURNMENT

10:20 AM
10:25 AM

12:00 PM

*Approximate Time is provided for the convenience of the public only and is subject to change without notice

DRAFT
Minutes of the Denman Island
Advisory Planning Commission
Date of Meeting:

Tuesday, February 25, 2020

Location:

Denman Island Activity Centre
1111 Northwest Road, Denman Island, BC

APC Members Present:

Anne de Cosson
Tom Zawila
Edina Johnston, Secretary
Howard Stewart
George McRae
Jackie Hipwell, Deputy Chair

Staff Present:

Sonia Zupanec, Island Planner (by Speakerphone)
Marnie Eggen, Island Planner (by Speakerphone)
Katherine Vogt, Recorder

Others Present:

David Critchley, Local Trustee
Simon Palmer, Denman Housing Association
2 members from the local media/public

Regrets:

Jack Forsyth

1.

CALL TO ORDER
Planner Zupanec called the meeting to order at 1:05 pm.

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
By general consent, the agenda was approved.

3.

MINUTES
3.1

Denman Island Advisory Planning Commission Draft Minutes dated April 16,
2019
By general consent, the minutes were adopted.

4.

BUSINESS ITEMS
4.1

Election of Chair, Deputy Chair and Secretary
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Advisory Planning Commission Members (APC) discussed the possibility that
absent member Jack Forsyth might be willing to take on the Chair role. Planner
Zupanec noted that the role of Chair could be rotated.
DE-APC-2020-001
It was MOVED and SECONDED
that Edina Johnston be elected Secretary, that Jackie Hipwell be elected Deputy
Chair, and that the election of Chair be postponed to the next meeting.
CARRIED
5.

REFERRAL FROM DENMAN ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
5.1

Review of Bylaw Amendment Application DE-RZ-2018.1 (Denman Housing
Association) Proposed Bylaw Nos. 235 (OCP), 236 (LUB), 237 (OCP) and 238
(LUB)
Planner Zupanec spoke to the Referral Package and noted that:







The Denman Island Local Trust Committee (LTC) requested it receive
recommendations from the APC regarding water supply and the 4 proposed
bylaws needed for the Denman Green affordable housing project.
The LTC were expecting further information about potable water from
Denman Housing Association (DHA) President, Simon Palmer, at the
upcoming March 17, 2020 LTC meeting.
Although the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) do not
allow subdivisions based on rainwater, the LTC can waive the usual proof of
water requirements because the LTC has elected to include proof of water
requirements in the Denman Island Land Use Bylaw (LUB).
Graham Lake is not presently considered to be a back-up potable water
supply for the Denman Green project.
The Islands Trust Freshwater Specialist comments on the DHA subdivision
proposal were not yet available.

APC members commented that it was difficult to fully hear Planner Zupanec due
to poor cell phone reception.
DHA President Simon Palmer was invited by APC members to speak on various
aspects of the Denman Green proposal:




A new water information package was very recently sent by DHA to
planners, proposing a sole rainwater harvesting system to supply Denman
Green by roof and solar array catchment of rain to be stored in tanks,
treated, and then pumped into 6 individual buildings.
As requested by the LTC, climate change effects were taken into
consideration by DHA to ensure sufficient daily water supply even with the
possibility that a 6 month no rain period might occur.
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The water package included a report written specifically for DHA’s Denman
Green project by water engineers from the University of British Columbia
chapter of “Engineers For A Sustainable World,” overseen by Professor
Madjid Mohseni, an internationally respected water expert, who concluded
that rain in the Denman area would be 10% less in the summer, but
increased by 3% in the winter, resulting in a net yearly rainfall gain.
There were two back-up options for the system, the first and preferred
option being a further 2 months of rainwater in storage which could
mitigate a full 8 months of no rain event.
Total water tank area for Denman Green would comprise 0.6 of an acre,
partly in ground.
The second option is to accept an offer from a present Denman Housing
Association board member to drill a well on their property and haul the
water to Denman Green by tanker truck.
After drilling a dry well on the Denman Green site, DHA consulted with
specialists who could not recommend any good drilling sites on the parcel.
There are water problems along the entire ridge. Other property owners
have drilled wells below the ridge and pumped water up, but Denman
Green does not have access to the lower land.
Dozens of individuals on Denman have successfully used rainwater
harvesting for many years.
A common laundry facility would use non-potable water.
All toilets would be fed with reused and treated shower and basin water.
Composting toilets were rejected for being too high maintenance.
69 litres of water would be allowed per person.
The Denman Green rectangular lot is 20 acres in size.
The affordable housing cluster would be in the centre of the lot; the original
proposal for a cluster of 10 buildings was considered by BC Housing to be
too spread out.
A second proposal reduced the number of buildings to 6:
4 fourplexes, 1 duplex, and 1 common use building with 2 units above it,
making a total of 20 affordable housing units.
There would be 1 bed units allowing for 1.5 person notional occupancy; 2
bed units allowing 3 person occupancy, and 3 bed units allowing 4 person
occupancy.
The remainder of the subject property will continue to be owned by Daniel
Terry and would be allowed 5 densities.
BC Housing will not contemplate small scale developments because it is
uneconomical.

APC members noted or discussed the following:




Traditional and modern water usage.
Legal and other considerations for the back-up well are on offer.
Ground water can come from a long distance and still be a highly stable
source of water.
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Denman Green would be an experiment, and the future wellbeing of many
individuals and families is concerning.
A smaller scale experiment would be preferable.
Opinions of outside agencies regarding water issues would be helpful for
the APC in determining recommendations.
Siting proposals for buildings for Denman Green.
Bylaws being proposed for Denman Green.
Density transfers between properties.

Trustee Critchley stated that APC discussions with outside agencies should be
conducted within the APC meeting format to observe established protocols. He
expressed disappointment with the present inadequate teleconferencing
capabilities of long-distance meetings.
Planner Zupanec encouraged members of the APC to ask questions about any
aspects of the Denman Green proposal.
APC members asked the following:
 The housing agreement incorporate the terms of a caretaker on site and
would the property be considered private property.
o Simon Palmer responded that it would be owned by the Denman
Housing Association which was a registered charitable society.
 What does the Housing Agreement do?
o Planner Zupanec explained that the Housing Agreement is a bylaw
constructed by the Local Trust Committee with input from non-profit
organizations and BC Housing, which is registered on title to inform
rules of tenure and ongoing affordability.
 Would operational responsibilities be outside the scope of the Housing
Agreement bylaw?
o Planner Zupanec responded that it could be made a part of the Housing
Agreement and that this issue would be a next step to consider after
water and the current bylaw amendments.
 Why was the APC being asked to make recommendations when new
information about the backup water system had not yet been presented to
the LTC?
o Planner Zupanec replied that the APC was getting a brief synopsis of the
new water proposal being presented by DHA to the LTC at their March
17th meeting, but that the APC could provide their general level of
support for a project relying solely on rainwater collection and respond
to the bylaws while deferring their full recommendations until further
information had been received.
o APC members noted that information from the Islands Trust Freshwater
Specialist would also be needed.
 Would the bylaw proposals around density transfers for Denman Green be
considered a precedent?
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Planner Zupanec responded that Denman Green would set a precedent
for any future affordable housing proposals as new conditions would be
added to the OCP.
Clarification on transfers of density between land parcels.
o Planner Zupanec explained that it involved removing permitted
densities from the donor parcel being retained by Daniel Terry in order
to increase densities on the receiver Denman Green parcel. The donor
parcel could still be further subdivided into 5 parcels.

A member of the public noted that:
 The company ‘Rainwater Collection’, which advised Denman Green on
rainwater collection and household needs, emphasized in one of their
reports that it takes a very committed household to get by on 69 litres per
day.
 The Islands Trust freshwater specialist’s opinion on Denman Green may not
be applicable if the project relies solely on rainwater because the specialist
is a hydrogeologist.

6.

DE-APC-2020-002
It was MOVED and SECONDED
that the Advisory Planning Commission recommends approval in principal of the
bylaws pending the receipt of information regarding water concerns, to the
satisfaction of the Advisory Planning Commission.
CARRIED
DE-APC-2020-003
It was MOVED and SECONDED
that the Advisory Planning Commission requests that the Denman Island Local
Trust Committee re-refer all relevant information pertaining to application DERZ-2018.1 (Denman Housing Association) for a subsequent Advisory Planning
Commission referral.
CARRIED
NEXT MEETING
Planner Zupanec anticipated that a March 24, 2020 Community Information Meeting
would have to be postponed since the APC would have to meet again shortly after the
March 17, 2020 DILTC meeting.
Planner Zupanec acknowledged that technical issues around remote planner input
needed improvement and hoped better technology could be in place for future
meetings or that planners could attend in person.
Planner Eggen informed APC members that a new referral package and subsequent
meetings regarding the Denman Community Land Trust Association’s application for
seniors’ affordable housing would be forthcoming.
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7.

ADJOURNMENT
By general consent, the meeting was adjourned at 2:59 pm.

_________________________
Jackie Hipwell, Deputy Chair
Certified Correct:

_________________________
Katherine Vogt, Recorder
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Memorandum
700 North Road Gabriola Island, BC V0R 1X3
Telephone 250. 247-2063 FAX: 250. 247-7514
Toll Free via Enquiry BC in Vancouver 660-2421. Elsewhere in BC 1.800.663.7867
northinfo@islandstrust.bc.ca

www.islandstrust.bc.ca

Date

July 31, 2020

File Number DE-RZ-2018.1 (DHA)

To

Denman Island Advisory Planning Commission (APC)

From

Sonja Zupanec
Island Planner

Re

Local Trust Committee Referral – Rezoning Application DE-RZ-2018.1 (Denman Housing Association) – Denman
Green – PROPOSED WATER SYSTEM for 20 units of Affordable Housing

The LTC is requesting that the APC review the attached referral package and provide comments and/or
recommendations to the Local Trust Committee on the proposed potable water supply for 20 rental affordable housing
units.
DE-2020-033
It was MOVED and SECONDED,
that Denman Island Local Trust Committee refer application DE-RZ-2018.1 to the Advisory Planning Commission (as and
when it is able to meet electronically or in person) for review and recommendations as to the proposed water supply for
the project, including, but not limited to, consideration of the following matters:
1. Whether the proposed daily-use water budget is sufficient and, if not, what amount should be a reasonable
estimated allowance;
2. Whether the proposed total amount of stored water is sufficient and, if not, what amount should be required;
3. Whether there is sufficient allowance for the potential effects of climate change on the collection of rainwater and, if
not, what is recommended;
4. Whether the proposed backup water supply of additional stored water is of sufficient amount and, if not, what
amount should be required.

Planning staff will not be available to participate in this meeting. Due to COVID19 public health restrictions for public
gatherings, the meeting will need to be in a publicly accessible outdoor venue. Please make the necessary arrangements
and contact staff for any assistance.
For background information pertaining to this file please refer to the applications section of the website:
http://www.islandstrust.bc.ca/islands/local-trust-areas/denman/current-applications/current-application-documents/
Please contact staff directly at 250.247.2063 or email szupanec@islandstrust.bc.ca if you have any technical questions in
advance about the referral, require a printed copy of this referral package to be mailed to you, or have any procedural
questions about the Advisory Planning Commission.
Thank you in advance for your participation in this review process.
Memorandum

Islands Trust
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Sonja Zupanec, RPP, MCIP
Island Planner
Enclosures:
1. Staff Report packages dated March 2020 DE-RZ-2018.1 (DHA)
2. Island Health Referral Response January 2020

Memorandum
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STAFF REPORT
File No.: DE-RZ-2018.1
(Denman Housing
Association)
DATE OF MEETING:

March 17, 2020

TO:

Denman Island Local Trust Committee

FROM:

Sonja Zupanec, Island Planner and Marnie Eggen, Island Planner
Local Planning Services

SUBJECT:

Denman Green - OCP and LUB amendments to permit a transfer of density and affordable
housing development
Applicant:
Simon Palmer on behalf of the Denman Housing Association
Location:
PID 006-657-290 and 009-704-523 Denman Island

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Denman Island Local Trust Committee defer holding a Community Information Meeting for
Proposed Bylaw Nos. 235 and 237(OCP) and 236 and238 (LUB) until the applicant has secured a water
license for an adequate quantity of water as a primary or back up surface or groundwater supply, to
support the application for subdivision and development of 20 units of proposed housing.
REPORT SUMMARY
The purpose of the report is to summarize details of the applicant’s proposed back up water supply system and
determine whether or not it is consistent with the early referral response from the Islands Trust Executive
Committee and Island Health. Staff maintain that Proposed Bylaw Nos. 235 and 237(OCP) and 236 and238 (LUB)
for the subdivision, density transfer and development of land for affordable housing under application DE-RZ2018.1 (DHA) are unable to advance to a community information meeting or further readings. The provision of
potable water to support a subdivision and development of housing remains inconsistent with the Local Trust
Committee’s (LTC) request and the Islands Trust Policy Statement 4.4.2. Staff recommend the LTC defer
consultation with the Denman Island community or consideration of second reading or further amendments to
the proposed bylaws until the applicant has secured a water license for a surface or groundwater supply from a
source on Denman Island, to satisfy requirements for subdivision and supplement the proposed rainwater
collection system for 20 units of affordable housing.
BACKGROUND
The LTC has given first reading to the four amending bylaws to enable the Denman Green proposal to proceed.
Agency and First Nation referral responses are posted to the application webpage and are summarized in this
report.
ANALYSIS
Staff have identified the following issues for LTC consideration:


Summary of proposed back up water supply system

C:\Program Files\eSCRIBE\TEMP\17425434496\17425434496,,,DE-LTC_2020-03-17_RZ-2018.1DHA_RPT.docx
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Summary of bylaw referral responses

Proposed Water Servicing
The LTC passed the following resolution in April 2019:
DE-2019-042
It was MOVED and SECONDED
That the Denman Island Local Trust Committee request the applicant for DE-RZ-2018.1 (DHA) provide the
local trust committee with options being considered by the Denman Housing Association for a backup
potable water supply for 20 units of rental housing, that is not dependant on rainwater harvesting and
storage.
CARRIED

The applicant reported to the LTC in November 2019 that bulk water from on or off island licenced source would
serve as the back-up supply system to the 20 units of housing. The applicant has now submitted a proposal
prepared by engineering students at the University of British Columbia (Attachment 1) describing an expanded
rainwater harvesting system as the ‘back-up’. Although this proposed water system is inconsistent with the LTC’s
direction in the above stated resolution, the applicant suggests that this proposal is more progressive, practical
and sustainable than any groundwater alternative.
The UBC student water report suggests that:


69 litres of potable water per person/day is adequate;



This volume can be collected and stored for year round use;



A reserve covering a 6 month no-rain period can be collected/stored;



A further back up volume equal to 2 months consumption can be collected/stored;



Laundry demand can be satisfied by non-potable water;



Re-used treated greywater will meet all toilet flushing requirements (previous proposal was for
composting toilets which has now been abandoned);



Treated water volumes could be increased by adding storage capacity;



If predicted climate changes occur, annual rainfall volumes will increase;



The potability of the water will be monitored by Island Health through an Operating Permit;



Water for landscaping will be sourced from a shallow dug pond; and



2 x 6,000 gallon cisterns will be reserved for the Denman Fire Department use.

Bylaw Referral Reponses
At the time of report writing, the following referral responses were received from agencies and First Nations and
have been posted to the applications webpage:
First Nations
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K’omoks Nation, Cowichan Tribes and WaiWeKai have all indicated that they have no comments on the proposed
bylaws.
Advisory Planning Commission (APC)
The APC minutes pertaining to their deliberations of this application are included in the March 17, 2020 LTC agenda
package for reference. The APC indicated support for approval in principal of the proposed bylaws subject to
review of up to date information regarding water. Additionally, they request that the LTC re-refer to the APC all
relevant information pertaining to this rezoning application. Staff do not recommend re-referring to the APC until
such time that the applicant has secured a water license for an adequate quantity of water as a primary or back
up surface or groundwater supply.
Executive Committee of the Islands Trust
The Islands Trust Executive Committee (EC) considered the early referral in December 2019 and passed the
following resolution:
“In answer to the referral from Denman LTC, that Executive Committee advise the Denman Local Trust
Committee in response to Bylaws Nos. 235 and 236 that it could consider rainwater catchment system
with a backup supply on Denman Island as satisfying Trust Policy 4.4.2 so long as the system meets the
requirements of “potable water” as defined by provincial regulatory authorities and the bylaws do not
reduce the requirement for proof of water for a subdivision to zero but rather to some lower reasonable
amount.”
Staff interpretation of this resolution from EC is that the applicant must secure a non-rainwater supply as the backup, in order to ensure the proof of water requirements for a subdivision application are addressed (and not waived
entirely by the LTC). The applicant is not proposing to secure a water licence for a surface (i.e. stream, lake, river,
creek, spring as defined in the Drinking Water Protection Regulation) or groundwater source to support the
application. Staff maintain the interpretation that Islands Trust Policy Statement 4.4.2 has not been adequately
addressed by the proposal’s reliance on rainwater harvesting.

The draft July 2019 provincial drinking water officer’s guide “Guidance for Treatment of Rainwater Harvested for
Potable Use in BC” characterizes rainwater as “surface water” for the purposes of treatment only and stresses that
the report does not address “the reliability or sustainability of rainwater as a source of domestic water…(nor)…
the appropriateness of rainwater sources as basis for subdivision approval”. The report notes that in many
situations, harvested rainwater may be best suited as a supplementary source to existing water supplies for the
purposes of reducing stresses related to water quality and/or quantity.
Island Health
Responded that “rainwater collection is not a suitable primary source of potable water for a development of this
size due to the unpredictable supply of water and the large water storage capacity needed…rainwater collection
would be an excellent means to supplement the non-potable household water demands for toilet flushing, and
laundry…”
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Responded that it recommended approval of the subject bylaws. MOTI did not provide any comment on the
proposed water supply system or subdivision approval authority where a rainwater harvesting system is proposed.
Planning staff have made numerous attempts to speak with the Provincial Approving Officer to discuss this matter.
From the MOTI website “Rural Subdivision Approvals Guide” it states that MOTI “staff draw on the expertise of the
regional Health Authorities when evaluating the property's capacity for providing safe drinking water and adequate
Islands Trust
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sewerage. The Health Authority has approving authority for water systems and for sewer systems…it may make
recommendations, but the Approving Officer makes the decision to accept or reject the proposal.”
Comox Valley Regional District
Responded that its interests were unaffected.
Islands Trust Freshwater Specialist
The Freshwater Specialist provided comments and concluded that “If a primary water source is not available on a
desired parcel for development; a licensed on‐island Water Utility, from a surface water or groundwater supply
with a legally‐binding agreement to provide a new development with on‐demand water, may be an alternative
solution for primary water supply that can be supported by rainwater harvesting.”
Rationale for Recommendation
The applicant has submitted a plan for a unique rainwater supply system to support their bylaw amendment
application and subsequent application for subdivision to develop 20 units of affordable housing. Unfortunately,
despite the strength of many aspects of this proposal, staff cannot recommend the LTC support the proposal for
sole reliance on a rainwater harvesting system as it does not comply with the LTC’s direction, Islands Trust Policy
Statement, provincial subdivision regulations for proof of water requirements or Island Health recommendations.
It would be preferred that the rainwater harvesting system supplements a licensed surface or groundwater supply.
Alternatives
The LTC may consider the following alternatives to the staff recommendation:
1. Proceed with a Community Information Meeting
The LTC can direct staff to proceed with a CIM on March 24, 2020 to present to the community all relevant
information about the four proposed amending bylaws being considered by the LTC and the state of the
proposed water supply system and non-compliance with Trust Policy, Island Health recommendations and
proof of water requirements to support a subdivision application.
NEXT STEPS
Should the LTC concur with the staff recommendation, staff will advise the applicant to secure a license for a
surface or groundwater supply to supplement the proposed rainwater collection system and support the
advancement of the four bylaws under consideration.
Submitted By:

Sonja Zupanec, RPP, MCIP, Island Planner and Marnie Eggen,
RPP, MCIP Island Planner

March 9, 2020

Concurrence:

Heather Kauer, RPP, MCIP, AICP
Regional Planning Manager

March 9, 2020

ATTACHMENTS
1. Denman Green Water Report, February 16, 2020 ESW, UBC.
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Denman Green Water Report

Natalie Harris
Brianna Maloney
Engineers for a Sustainable World
The University of British Columbia
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February 16, 2020
Simon Palmer, Denman Housing Association
Denman Island Local Trust
Summary:
The purpose of this report is to provide data supporting rainwater harvesting as the sole water source
for Denman Green. Members of Engineers for a Sustainable World: UBC working with the Denman
Housing Association on the Denman Green Project have prepared calculations detailing volumes of
water collection and consumption. These calculations consider the various uses for water inside the
home as well as climate change predictions. Rainfall data used was taken from a previous Denman
Green feasibility study and calculations are based on a community of 49 people. Rainwater is to be
collected off of two separate surfaces: the solar array and the roofing materials. Water collected off of
the solar array will be used for laundry and water collected off of the roofing materials will be for all
other in-home uses excluding toilet flushing. We have concluded that a consumption of 69 litres per
person per day is adequate for all indoor potable purposes.
Potable Water:
We have defined potable water as water to be used for drinking, cooking, cleaning, and personal care.
In our water consumption calculations, we have assumed that residents of Denman Green will be
having showers 5 minutes in length. According to studies, on average people take showers that are
approximately 8 minutes in length [1]. However, with water conservation in mind a 5-minute shower
is reasonable. With a low flow shower using 6.75 litres per minute [5], and a 5-minute shower every
other day consumption is 16.9 litres per person per day.
Considering both washing dishes with a dishwasher or by hand, we assumed that a quarter of a full
load of dishes would be washed a day. With the use of a dishwasher at 11 litres per load [5], the water
consumption would be 2.75 litres per person per day. Handwashing dishes would consume
approximately 50 litres per load [2], or 12.5 litres per person per day. Most homes that have a
dishwasher will use it unless there are specific dishes that must be washed by hand, thus, to determine
a total consumption value we take the average of consumption calculated with and without washing
dishes by hand.
On average people wash their hands 12 times a day using approximately 2.1 litres per wash [3].
People also brush their teeth generally twice a day which consumes 5.6 litres a day [3]. For
handwashing, the tenants at Denman Green will consume 25.2 litres per person per day. Teeth
brushing twice a day will consume 5.6 litres per person per day. Cooking is estimated to consume 2
litres per person per day. It is recommended that people drink 8 8oz glasses of water daily which
equals 2 litres. An extra litre of water can be used to make tea or coffee [4]. Consumption for drinking
will be 3 litres per person per day.
To calculate the amount of water used for house cleaning we have looked at the number of homes as
opposed to the number of people. Denman Green plans to have 20 homes and 49 people. On average,
4 litres of water per day is used for house cleaning, we multiply this by 20 homes and divide by 49
people, concluding that 1.63 litres per person per day will be consumed. We have also added an
additional 5 litres per person per day for miscellaneous activities such as gardening. The following
table will show the calculations done to arrive at each conclusion.
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Potable Water

Calculation

Showering

6.75 litres per minute x 5
minutes x 0.5 (every other day)
11 litres per load dishwasher x
0.25 loads per week
50 litres per load handwash x
0.25 loads per week

Dish Washing

Washing Hands
Teeth Brushing
House Cleaning
Cooking
Drinking
Other

2.1 litres per wash x 12 washes
per day
5.6 litres per 2 brushes
4 litres per house per day x 20
houses = 80 litres per day/ 49
people

Consumption
(Litres/Person/Day)
16.9
2.8
25.2

25.3
5.6
1.63
2
3
5

Laundry:
Laundry will consume 31.5 litres per load, and on average each person does 1.5 loads per week [5].
Laundry will consume 330.75 litres per day. Denman Green will have two collection areas, a solar
array, and roofing area collection. The rainwater collected from the solar array will be used for
laundry. The solar array produces more than enough water for laundry purposes and results in an
excess which can be stored as reserve water.
Toilet Flushing:
The rainwater collected from the roofing area will provide water for all household uses except toilet
flushing and laundry. Toilet flushing will be done through greywater reuse. Greywater reuse involves
treating water that has been used for bathing and hand washing. Toilet flushing consumes
approximately 3 litres per flush, and we are assuming each person will flush the toilet 12 times a day
[5]. Resulting in a consumption of 36 litres per person per day. By retreating the 1234.8 litres per day
from handwashing and the 826.88 litres per day from showers, there will be sufficient water for toilet
flushing.
Calculations:
To determine a final value for potable water consumption that does not include toilet flushing and
laundry we computed the average between consumption with and without handwashing dishes. When
handwashing dishes is counted the overall potable water consumption is 74.6 litres per person per day.
When it is excluded the overall potable water consumption drops to 62.06 litres per person per day.
We decided that it is less likely people will wash dishes by hand but did not want to completely
remove the value from our calculations. Taking the average between both overall potable water
consumption values to arrive at a values of 68.31 litres per person per day and rounded up to 69 litres
per person per day to produce the most robust consumption value.
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Climate Change Predictions:
The plan2adapt tool created by The University of Victoria projects a 10% decrease in
precipitation over the summer months (June, July, and August) and a 3% increase in precipitation
over the winter months (December, January, and February) from 2010 to 2039 in the Comox Valley
regional district, in which Denman Island is included. The plan2adapt tool projects a 17% decrease in
precipitation over the summer months and a 5% increase in precipitation over the winter months from
2040 to 2069, again in the Comox Valley regional district. From 2070 to 2099 plan2adapt predicts a
17% decrease in precipitation over the summer months and an 11% increase over the winter months.
When calculating the amount of water that will be collected by through rainwater harvesting it was
assumed that zero water would be collected over the summer months. This means that less
precipitation throughout the summer months will be of no harm as sufficient water will be collected to
last throughout. After January the storage tank will contain enough water to last until the first of
September, or 8 months without rain.
With climate change, we can expect that the temperature will dip below freezing less frequently which
will be beneficial to Denman Green’s rainwater harvesting system. Though summers will become
much warmer and drier, the winters will see an increase in precipitation which ultimately is a benefit
to rainwater harvesting. The annual increases in global temperatures may impact the efficiency of
rainwater collection, however, as there is an overall increase in precipitation this efficiency loss
should not be of concern, and it is not certain to occur.[8]
Conclusion:
After performing our own consumption calculations, we feel confident that Denman Green will be
provided with a sufficient amount of water. Considering climate change projections, rainwater
harvesting is a sustainable route to providing potable water to the community and as annual
precipitation is projected to increase in the area, it is extremely well suited. In the case of unforeseen
circumstances Denman Green’s rainwater harvesting system can be easily expanded to store an
increased amount of water. Engineers for a Sustainable World: UBC recommends a consumption
amount of 69 litres per person per day.
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Appendix
Figure 1: Predicted volume of water collected from roof area over a 12-month period, with first
month representing October and 12 month representing September
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Figure 2: Predicted volume of water collected from the solar array over a 12-month period, with the
first month representing October and the twelfth month representing September
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Figure 3: Water consumption per person per day including toilet flushing, laundry, and handwashing
dishes
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Figure 4: Water consumption per day including toilet flushing, laundry, and handwashing dishes
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Figure 5: Amount of water collected over 12 months from the solar array compared with laundry
consumption
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Figure 6: Amount of water collected over 12 months from the roofing area compared with household
consumption
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Figure 7: Monthly laundry consumption compared with the volume of water in the storage tank over
12 months
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Figure 8: Monthly household consumption compared with the volume of water in the storage tank
over 12 months
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Figure 9: Water balance table
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